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Terms of Reference
This Design & Access Statement has been prepared to accompany the hybrid outline and detail planning application by ING RED UK (Hayle Harbour) Limited for a new mixed use development at South Quay and Foundry Yard Car Park , Hayle.
Mountford Pigott LLP (MPLLP) have been appointed to provide architectural services to support the submission of a planning application to redevelop the
subject site. MPLLP have extensive experience of retail and mixed use developments nationally.
This Statement has been prepared in accordance with CABE document “Design and Access Statements, How to Write Read and Use Them” published in
2006. It should be read in conjunction with the other application documents

Purpose of Design and Access Statement
This statement has been prepared against the background of the extant planning permission ((Ref 09-1334- ORM) granted in July 2010 for the regeneration
of Hayle Harbour for mixed-use purposes. That permission was based around residential development but included significant commercial development in
the form of retail, office and leisure uses fronting on to the harbour, principally on South Quay which is located immediately adjacent to the Foundry Centre.
Unfortunately, the downturn in the world economy has rendered the permitted masterplan undeliverable. In particular, the residential market has experienced a significant decline which means that the original mix of uses can no longer support the very substantial infrastructure burden associated
with bringing the masterplan forward in the short to medium term. This has been made even more difficult given the reduced level of public subsidy the
development t will now receive. Despite, these concerns ING RED (Hayle Harbour) Limited is committed to the redevelopment of the harbour lands in their
entirety and given the level of investment it has made to date has thoroughly investigated the options available to bring development to ensure that the
area does not remain derelict for any longer than is necessary. With this in mind, ING has commenced development of the primary infrastructure improvements that will open up access to North Quay and the permitted Renewables Business Park (which is associated with the development of the WaveHub);
improvements that are the beneficiary of public sector funding from SWRDA and Cornwall Council.

Technical Consultants
This application design has been developed by a team of specialist consultants who have
contributed detail analysis and design in their respective areas of expertise:
Acoustic Consultancy 				
Sharps Redmore
Retail Planning Consultancy			
Strategic Perspectives LLP
Architectural Design				
Mountford Pigott LLP
Community Consultation				Halogen
Ecology						Buro Happold
Flood Risk					Buro Happold
Geotechnical & Contamination			
Buro Happold
Transport Consultancy				
Savell Bird &Axon
Landscape Design				Aspect Landscape
Planning Consultancy				
Planning Perspectives LLP
Viability						ING		
Topographical Survey				
Babtie / Nationwide Surveys
Heritage Consultancy				Christopher Pound
Environmental Perspectives LLP
Sustainability & Energy 				
Buro Happold
Utilities & Foul Sewerage				

Vision & Objectives

However, given the hiatus in private sector development due the economic uncertainties and the constraints on corporate and personal finances, ING has
been forced to review the original phasing programme which was reliant upon early residential sales and concentrate on the opportunities offered by the
retail sector that has remained relatively buoyant throughout the recession. In this regard, the principal food retailers have for some time been seeking
representation in Hayle and given that planning policy adopts a “town centre first” approach to new retail investment the proximity of ING’s landholdings to
the town centre clearly justified a review of the land-use proposals for South Quay and Foundry Yard.

South Quay offers little to the centre of Hayle apart from an untidy windswept inaccessible
open space and a few moorings for harbour users. It has been recognised that Hayle is
short of food retailing, and this land close to the historic heart of Hayle is sufficient in
size to accommodate this use within a mixed-use development. It will still allow for other
retail, leisure, marine and residential uses to complete a comprehensive development of
the scale and character envisaged in the consented Outline Planning application.

This Statement sets out the evolution of the current proposals for the area to the north of the railway viaduct comprising South Quay and Foundry Yard,
which is considered to be the best retail site in the town in sequential terms. As such this statement sets out the assessment, evaluation and design processes which inform the scheme. The appendices include greater detail of the assessment and townscape analysis as well as recording a number of the alternative designs and layouts which were dismissed during the scheme’s evolution.

South Quay will stimulate and sustain economic growth in the town, and make the area a
desirable and sustainable destination, realise the potential of this unused brownfield land
and will ultimately introduce a wider choice for the residents in employment, shopping
and leisure.

Involvement & consultation

There is no doubt that this proposal presents a superb opportunity to kick start the
regeneration of Hayle and bring a variety of town centre uses back into the town centre, to
ensure the restoration of the Quay and open it for residents and visitors to enjoy.

The evolution of these revised proposals for South Quay and Foundry Yard has been the subject of extensive consultation with statutory authorities, stakeholders, technical consultants and, most importantly, the public; many of whom have a history of involvement and have witnessed the economic decline in
the fortunes of the harbour and it fall into dereliction. Over the years they have been consulted on a variety of redevelopment proposals led at first by Peter
De Savary but have seen nothing happen.
Public consultations have been instrumental in influencing the form and content of ING’s 2010 Masterplan proposals and most recently the withdrawn
application for a foodstore on South Quay. The latter application also drew adverse comments from CABE, English Heritage and the Council. Of particular
concern was the impact of development on the World Heritage Site and heritage assets of significance (both lost and surviving fabric), the disposition of
the buildings and public spaces, the over dominance of the highway access, integration of the development with the town centre and issues surrounding
townscape and urban grain.
In response to the continuing programme of consultation, the applicant’s technical team has undertaken extensive further investigations into the history
of the site, its archaeological past, the built form of the town and the aspirations of local residents and businesses to develop this latest comprehensive proposal for South Quay and Foundry Yard. This application is considered to be viable and deliverable and capable of stimulating the regeneration of the wider
harbour to the benefit of the community as a whole.
A statement of community consultation prepared by Halogen accompanies the current application.
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The South Quay proposal represents the vision. The final appearance of the residential
zone will be elaborated once consent is granted, when it will provide an opportunity to
produce an exciting, vibrant and stunning place to be; a new and different environment
and experience, complementing the existing cultural and natural heritage.
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Application Description
This document supports a hybrid application for the 4.48ha development area. This seeks to secure full permission for the
retail & leisure elements located in the southern part of the site and outline permission for the primarily residential uses in
the north.
In principle the division between outline and full detail is as follows:
Outline 1.35ha - seek approval for the residential accommodation for which access only is to be determined; northern
restaurant; associated parking; new pedestrian footbridge over Penpol Creek; public realm/ landscaping improvements to
the residential area and to Isis Garden
Full Detail 3.18ha - seek approval for the foodstore; non-food large retail units; the shop/restaurant units; associated access;
car parking; service arrangements and public realm; flood prevention measures (including the raising of the existing ground
level) and the quayside pedestrian promenade.
The general site assessment, evaluation and design principles have been considered together for both outline and detail
parts of the scheme and are presented together within this document. Additional information supporting the detail design
description is provided. Illustrative material is submitted in support of the outline proposals.
For full details of the site assessment including boundary description, photographs and technical investigation see Appendix
I of this Design Access Statement.
OUTLINE PLANNING APPLICATION AREA

FULL DETAIL PLANNING APPLICATION AREA

Site Description
The application site comprises some 4.48 ha of land at South Quay / Foundry Yard Car Park in the town centre of Hayle. The
application site includes the whole of South Quay to the north of Carnsew Road (the B3301), a portion of Carnsew Road itself
where highways works are proposed and the Foundry Yard Car Park to the south of Carnsew Road. The site also includes
Isis Gardens and a portion of the land under the viaduct as well as a small area across Penpol Creek. The site has been
enlarged since the previous planning application (LPA Reference: 09-1334-ORM) to improve linkage between the primary
development site and the town centre and to include the residential area which had previously been excluded.
The application site is bounded by Jewson’s and Carnsew Channel to the west, Penpol Creek to the east and the wider harbour
area to the north. The southern boundary of the site extends to railway viaduct and Foundry Square.

AREA ADDED TO CURRENT APPLICATION SITE

EXTENT OF PREVIOUS APPLICATION 09-1334-ORM
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Site Context Character and Analysis (A full townscape analysis is included in Appendix I.)
Location
Hayle (Cornish: Heyl) is a small town, civil parish and cargo port in Cornwall, England, UK. Its population is recorded
at just over 8000 in the 2001 census.
The town of Hayle has a remarkable history and the harbour has been at the centre of it. The town grew around what
was originally a natural estuary and became a major centre of industry and trade in the nineteenth century. Today it
has international significance as one of 10 designated areas within the Cornwall and West Devon Mining Landscape
World Heritage Site (WHS). This is belied by the harbour’s current run-down and neglected appearance, having
suffered major neglect over the last quarter of a century. The harbour itself contains 20 Grade II listed structures and,
despite the dereliction that has occurred over the past Century, remains a remarkably intact example of an evolved
industrial port.

Character and Analysis
The character of the locale is dominated by the landform and the barriers to movement resulting from the quays, viaduct
and bodies of water. It is not obvious to the casual observer why the town should be designated a World Heritage Site.
The buildings are generally late Victorian and Edwardian and built form in the locality is characterised by the use of stone
and render. Commercial and residential buildings are generally 2-3 storeys in height with some exceptions at 4 storeys.
Hayle is located between the estuary which constrains development to the northwest and the A30 to the south and east.
Within Hayle the B3301 is the principal east-west route.
South Quay is one of four quays that make up Hayle Harbour. It is the closest quay to the town centre at Foundry Square.
The railway viaduct is a principal defining structure within the town. The quays are principal defining structures and constrain movement and linkage.
The urban grain of Hayle is highly fractured owing to the unusual landform and manmade constraints. There are abrupt
transitions between areas of fine grain development and large abandoned industrial sites (with effectively no grain) within
the town centre.
The subject site is disused and this leaves an unsightly vacant space within the town centre. The appearance of the public
realm is dominated by the viaduct and the functional treatment of harbour structures.
Although mostly demolished there is an important history of large scale industrial buildings within Hayle.
A SELECTION OF CONTEXTUAL VIEWS SURROUNDING THE APPLICATION SITE
(SEE APPENDIX I FOR FULL DETAILS)
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TOWNSCAPE ANALYSIS SHOWING URBAN GRAIN, USE, STRUCTURE AND PUBLIC REALM
(SEE APPENDIX I FOR FULL DETAILS)
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Heritage Considerations

MINOR AMENDMENTS 24/05/2010

KEY
Visible Heritage
Non-visible
Heritage
REMEDIAL WORKS TO QUAY
WALLS AND FURNITURE

Listed Structure

TUNNEL

PGG 22

PATTERN SHOP

A
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CORNWALL AND WEST DEVON MINING
LANDSCAPE WORLD HERITAGE SITE
LISTED BUILDING / STRUCTURE

Planning Policy Position
The principle of mixed-use regeneration of Hayle Harbour, which includes South Quay and the Foundry Yard, has
been established by:
yy

Policy TV-D of the Local Plan that promotes the site’s mixed-use allocation; and

yy

The extant outline Masterplan permission.

The Masterplan permission is to be considered as a significant material consideration in the determination of this
application as it has established the development area, a quantum of development and the mix of uses deemed
appropriate in this location.
The importance of Hayle Harbour is recognised in the Local Plan which identifies the potential to improve both the
environment and economy of Hayle through the regeneration of the harbour area.
In considering specific proposals for Hayle Harbour, the Local Plan explains at Policy TV-D that a number of key
objectives have to be met, including:
yy

The regeneration of derelict sites;

HAYLE CONSERVATION AREA

yy

Effective use of previously developed land;

LISTED BUILDING / STRUCTURE

yy

The retention and improvement of port facilities;

yy

The effective integration of retail and other town centre uses with the existing Foundry Centre; and

yy

The effective protection of significant, natural and built, environmental assets.

The Quays are identified as important features of the Harbour, and the Local Plan states that the redevelopment of
these areas is crucial to the revitalisation of the town.

SITE OF GREAT SCIENTIFIC INTEREST
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SITE OF SPECIAL SCIENTIFIC INTEREST

FLOOD RISK ZONE

WATER
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Policy TV-D from the Local Plan specifically allocates South Quay/Foundry Yard (6 hectares), North Quay (7.9 hectares)
and East Quay (1 hectare) as an area suitable for mixed use development for uses within Classes A1, A2, A3, B1, B2,
B8, C1, C3, D1 and D2 of the Town and Country Planning Use Classes Order 1987. Proposals for development will be
required to:
yy

Make provision for improved port facilities;

yy

Make provision for the maintenance of the existing level of industrial and storage facilities;

yy

Ensure that town centre uses are closely integrated with the adjacent town centre in terms of location, orientation
and pedestrian movement;

yy

Provide for at least 400 dwellings with a target for 25% of provision being “affordable” and meeting the
requirements of Policy H-14;

yy

Be of a scale and design that respects the maritime environment and heritage of these prominent locations in
the harbour;

yy

Retain existing buildings and traditional features which contribute to the character of the area;

yy

Be compatible with their surroundings; and

yy

Include provision for the improvement of the junction between Carnsew Road and Foundry Lane.

In relation to South Quay in particular, Paragraph 7.3.109 of the supporting text to Policy TV-D states:
“South Quay extends northwards from the railway viaduct and the areas occupied by Jewson’s and adjacent buildings
are included within the potential redevelopment area together with the area of the former foundry yard to the south
of the B3301. The quay, which is a Listed Building, suffers from instability and is in a poor state of general repair.
Nevertheless it is a valuable facility for local fishermen and is visually important in this part of the town. This area has
the benefit of good access to the main road network without the need for traffic to pass through the town”.
In summary, the redevelopment of South Quay and the Foundry Yard is well established and the principle of retail
and residential development in this location is acknowledged. It is to be noted however that the Local Plan allocation
pre-dated the outline Masterplan approval and as a consequence the overall level of development envisaged within
the harbour has increased. Any proposals for South Quay/Foundry Yard must therefore be compatible with the wider
Masterplan approval whilst also demonstrating conformity with the saved policies of the Local Plan.
History of Development Proposals
The site has a long history of development that dates back to early 1700s and the start of the industrial revolution,
when the town became a dominant, economic trading location under the stewardship of Harvey and Company.
However, over the past fifty years its fortunes have declined dramatically.
Following Harvey & Co. Sale of the site to United Builders Merchants in 1969 the port was closed to commercial
traffic, the harbour railway was axed and the power station mothballed. The harbour was then sold in ten lots in
1983 to Tekoa who cleared the site of its last remaining historical structures. Whilst Tekoa had extensive aspirations
for the harbour their proposals never can to fruition. The site was sold to Peter DeSavery’s development company,
Aldersgate, in 1993 before passing on to Rosshill and Curruthers in the late 1990s. Whilst the latter owners entered
into negotiations with the Council, their 1998 planning application (Reference 98/P/0390) for the redevelopment of
the harbour and adjoining land for retail, leisure, industrial, residential and business uses was ultimately withdrawn.

Outline MASTERPLAN Application (08-0613-P)
In April 2008, an outline application was submitted to Penwith District Council for the mixed use redevelopment
of the Harbour and development to the north east of the harbour (LPA Reference: 08-0613-P). The application
comprised residential, retail, offices, industrial space, leisure and hotel use, together with associated infrastructure
and car parking. The comprehensive regeneration site comprised the main quays within the harbour and extended
north towards the dunes and beaches and to the north east to include an area of agricultural land to the rear of
Clifton Terrace.
The site was effectively divided into five character areas: South Quay, East Quay, North Quay, Hilltop and Riviere
Fields. It was intended to implement the scheme through a phased construction period over 9 years to 2018 with
South Quay coming forward as the last phase of development.
The uses proposed for South Quay, included 260 residential units, a range of retail (10,585 sq m Class A1-A5), leisure
(2,000 sq m of non-residential D1&D2) and other commercial uses (5,150 sq m of B1 offices). The commercial floor
space was mainly at ground floor level. It also included extensive public realm improvements and the construction of
a pedestrian promenade around the entire perimeter of the Quay.
Penwith District Council resolved to grant permission for the Masterplan Scheme on 24 March 2009, subject to the
applicant entering into an agreement under Section 106. The Section 106 was subsequently completed and the
decision notice was issued on 29th June 2010.
Infrastructure Improvements (LPA Reference: 08-1721)
In parallel to the outline Masterplan, an application for infrastructure improvements (LPA Reference: 08-1721) was
submitted that would facilitate the development of the harbour lands.
The infrastructure works included a new road bridge to North Quay, an access road along North Quay (to serve the
new Renewables Business Park adjacent to Wave Hub), a fishing harbour, flood defence works, and the repair of the
harbour walls and sluices.
Permission for these works was also approved on 29th June 2010 and work is expected to commence in December
2010.
South Quay Outline Application 2009 (09-1334-ORM)
As a consequence of the economic downturn, ING undertook a comprehensive review of the Masterplan proposals
and concluded that due to the significant interest being expressed in Hayle by the principal foodstore operators
and given the policy framework at national and local level, South Quay could be developed far earlier than originally
anticipated. In the face of competition from other potential retail sites, ING worked up and submitted an application
on South Quay for a mixed use development, anchored by a foodstore. The outline application was submitted in
December 2009 and proposed:
“Development to provide a foodstore and unit shops (Class A1 & A3), associated car parking, new vehicular access
from Carnsew Road to serve the retail development and future development to the north of the quay, enhanced
pedestrian linkage to Foundry and public realm improvements in the form of a promenade to the perimeter of the
quay and a raised walkway between the store and the town centre. Improvements to the quayside and the raising of
the site level to accommodate climate change”.

A subsequent application submitted in 2000 (Reference 00/P/0436), for a similar mix of uses, was never determined
and the site was placed on the market.

The application confirmed that the northern part of the Quay could be developed for residential purposes in line with
the Masterplan approval and reserved an area of the quay to be promoted by way of a separate application at a later
date.

Following ING’s purchase of Hayle Harbour in 2004 the following applications have been submitted:

A parallel application for Listed Building Consent was submitted.
Both applications were withdrawn in March 2010 following comments raised during the consultation process.
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Opportunities and Constraints
The assessment of the site has identified the key opportunities and constraints which have led to the designers’
approach to the site and the scheme proposal. The principal considerations are:

Movement (see Transport Assessment)
yy

The position of the principal vehicular access has been established through the Outline Planning Consent.

yy

The desire to increase linkage to the town centre must be acknowledged through the introduction of a footbridge
to Penpol Terrace.

yy

Pedestrian and vehicular access to South Quay must be integrated with Heritage considerations and Flood Risk
measures.

Heritage - see over
Visual (see Environmental Statement Chapter 8 for Visual Assessment)
yy

The viaduct is the dominant structure in Hayle visually, in some respects slicing the town in two but also providing
framed views through its arches and providing strong character and identity to the town.

yy

The design should take advantage of the framed views through the arches from the south and create spaces
from which the southern part of Hayle can be viewed.

yy

In general the proposed buildings should be visually subservient to the viaduct.

Townscape (see Design Access Statement Appendix I for Townscape Analysis)
yy

There are limited opportunities for visitors within the town centre to appreciate the dramatic landscape or the
listed quayside structures.

yy

Although potentially attractive features the channels and pools within Hayle constrain movement and
connectivity around and through the town.

yy

Any redevelopment of South Quay should incorporate significant elements of public realm to increase access,
activity and opportunities to view the surrounding landscape, townscape and listed quayside.

yy

The town centre would benefit from increased connectivity across Penpol Creek to South Quay and through the
viaduct linking the northern and southern parts of the town centre.

yy

The site’s southern part falls within a developed, central zone of the town whereas its northern tip is on the
periphery of development. This should be reflected in the scale & massing of the proposed development on the
site.

Flood Risk (see Buro Happold’s Flood Risk Assessment and Environmental Statement Chapter 10)

Pedestrian desire lines
Vehicular access
Visually dominating feature

Land Designations (see Environmental Statement Chapter 11 for Ecology and Chapter 12 for Archaeology )

Heritage considerations
Public Realm (existing and future desirable extension)

Although there are a number of designated areas in close proximity to the site relating to ecology and the coastal
environment the designations applying to the application site are limited to its falling within a World Heritage
Site; a Conservation Area and the Quays being Listed Grade II. These matters are addressed in detail within the
Heritage Statement. The ecological and environmental aspects of the site context are described in full within
the Environmental Statement and while this has informed the design there are fewer direct design constraints or
considerations arising from these studies.

yy
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Heritage and Archaeology (see “Heritage of Hayle – an Assessment of Significance” November 2010 by
Christopher Pound)
The heritage assets on the site and site’s history is described in greater detail in the Heritage Statement prepared
by Christopher Pound which accompanies the current application. The description below is an extract of the key
information to the extent that it has informed the design philosophy for the scheme.
The site lies within the Cornwall and West Devon Mining Landscape World Heritage Site. The WHS’s outstanding
universal values (OUVs) in relation to the ‘narrative’ of the area are identified as:
yy

mining and smelting activities

yy

technological progress including the development of steam engines and general engineering

yy

the port of Hayle and its role in the export and import of minerals as well as ship building activity alongside quays and
slipways

Slipways and quays within the harbour were in-filled prior to the WHS designation and the WHS description makes
no mention of the slipways and quays. However, since these are potentially historic features of interest further
investigation into physical remains and research into the site’s history has been undertaken.

The 4m wide no-build zone (shown in green) surrounding the physical remains of the slipway walls
as determined by archaeological investigation (trial pits shown in blue)

South Quay falls within the Hayle Conservation Area The conservation area is made up of five distinct neighbourhoods each with a different character. South Quay falls within the Harbour Neighbourhood. Proposals for the
quayside should reflect the harbourside character identified in the designation.
South Quay is listed Grade II but the quayside walls are in a poor state of repair including a substantial breach.
South Quay also forms part of the setting for nearby listed buildings and structures. Any redevelopment of South
Quay should include proposals to repair and maintain the quayside walls as well as to increase access and provide
opportunities for intensification of marine uses. This is an existing visible heritage asset.
South Quay was built in 1819. An early plan shows a thin peninsular quay alongside Carnsew Dock, a slipway and
a timber pound. The shape of the slipway ensemble changed several times. The most extensive arrangement was
in 1908. The slipways which existed around the time of the Harvey’s Foundry closure in 1904 are represented in the 1908
Ordnance Survey map. Archaeological investigation has determined that only incomplete and possibly altered revetments
and walls exist buried within the site. This is a historical memory heritage asset.
The precise location of some of the in-filled quays and slipways has been determined through archaeological
investigation. There are buried timber revetments and some stonework under the site however the subsequent
formation of machine bases and foundations for later structures has interfered with the remains which are now
incomplete. It has not been determined whether the buried remains date from the 19th century or from later. These
are existing invisible heritage assets.

The 2m wide no-build zone (shown in yellow) surrounding the cartographic alignment of the
slipway walls as shown on the 1908 Ordnance Survey Map

The design philosophy for the redevelopment scheme is as follows:
For existing visible heritage assets: record; repair; improve access; provide interpretation
For existing invisible heritage assets: record; provide interpretation; integrate into landscape design include
within 4m (2m either side) no-build zone
For historical memory heritage assets: record; provide interpretation; integrate into landscape design; include
within 2m (1m either side) no-build zone

yy

Landscape and public realm design should take inspiration from the buried history of the site and incorporate
some means for visitors to understand and appreciate the site’s heritage assets both visible and not.
The combined no-build zone protecting physical remains as well as the memory of the slipways.
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Permeability and Views

Movement

The concept design for the residential part of the proposal (which is only in outline) is that the arrangement of blocks
should allow visual permeability through the site thereby accommodating distant views to the landscape beyond.

The design and layout have been elaborated in conjunction with the principal access features. Vehicular access to
South Quay and the Foundry Yard Car Park site will be obtained via a new signalised junction along Carnsew Road in
the location agreed within the Outline Planning Consent. Pedestrian access is greatly enhanced through the addition
of a new footbridge over Penpol Creek to Penpol Terrace as well as improvement to Isis Gardens and across Carnsew
Road.

Key views towards the site have been identified through the design process and the visual impact of the proposals
tested through the use of CGI.

Flood Risk

Heritage

yy

The Flood Risk Assessment has identified a requirement to raise any proposed development 1.5m - 1.8m above
the existing quayside (to +6.17m AOD)

The design has been developed to evoke the spirit of Hayle’s historic values with respect to its WHS significance,
Conservation Area setting and its listed building status.

yy

The quayside walls themselves are listed and therefore it is considered inappropriate to alter or extend them.

yy

The design concept to accommodate these two considerations is to adopt a split-level approach to the public
realm adjoining the quayside. The lower level remains as existing at +4.3m - +4.8m AOD (approximately) and
the upper level is set at the new development level of +6.17m AOD. The site is a flood risk zone and existing quay
ground levels sit below the 1:100 year flood risk level.

To support the area’s OUVs the design seeks to protect the site setting by:
yy

Developing a layout of built form with buildings arranged in a linear form inspired by the original quay design
with its dock buildings and open material storage areas.

yy

Providing a layout in which building foundations avoid the buried slipways thus avoiding damage to any
remaining buried structures. The proposal locates the main foodstore car park in this zone. This approach allows
the opportunity to define the line of the original quay walls using surface materials and way markers within the
car park; continuing into the residential areas to the north where a pedestrian route allows a further historical
interpretation of the original slipway position.

yy

The redevelopment scheme will include the repair of the existing quay walls, listed grade II, throughout their
length including quayside furniture associated with mooring boats.

yy

Adjacent to Carnsew Channel the quay edge is poorly defined and unstable for development. It is proposed to
construct a new sheet piling structure along the line of the currently in filled slipways. This will provide new boat
moorings in the dredged channel as well as a clear historical interpretation of the line of the old quays.

Townscape
yy

Providing a townscape solution with the retail units located directly next to Foundry Square with its existing
commercial activity and transport infrastructure.

yy

This contrasts with the previously withdrawn proposal which placed the store further from the existing town and
on the site of the original slipways.

yy

Strengthening linkage and enhancing the town centre by introducing public realm and key elements of
pedestrian infrastructure linking nodal points identified in the context assessment.

yy

Providing residential development in a more distant, less accessible part of the site.

yy

Providing active frontage which addresses Penpol Creek & Penpol Terrace beyond it.

Scale
The design has been elaborated to reflect a simple premise that the scale, massing and height of buildings should
reduce from south to north. Larger and taller structures should be located closest to the town centre and the scale of
development should diminish away from the town centre towards the estuary.

Built form
Vehicular access
Visual permeability
Penpol street frontage
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Land Use Strategy
On the basis of the site analysis and the feedback from the previous withdrawn food store planning application
(LPA ref 09-1334-ORM) from statutory consultees and residents it was decided to develop a brief for a mixed-use
development addressing both the specific characteristics of the site but also meeting the identified local need for
retail space as described in the retail assessment which accompanies this application.
The scheme focuses on integration and linkage into the existing fabric of Hayle’s town centre and these
considerations have become key drivers in the redevelopment strategy.

Use
Scheme Content / Brief
yy

Medium-sized foodstore with an in-store cafe and a Cornwall Council One-Stop Shop- to reinforce and
support the town centre as a shopping destination

yy

Medium scale retail units - to enhance the streetscape and to promote active street frontage, strengthening
Hayle as a retail destination

yy

Small scale retail units - to enhance the streetscape and to promote active frontage, to provide variety in the
type and scale of retail offer

yy

Digital Cinema - with several screens to promote leisure use and strengthen Hayle as a leisure destination

yy

Feature commercial use - a restaurant - to add vitality; support a wider leisure offer and to take advantage of
the views and location at the northern point of South Quay.

yy

Residential - to broaden the mix of uses within the development; to ensure high activity levels and vitality and
to expand the range of types and quality of housing available in Hayle.

RETAIL

yy

Surface car parking - to encourage linked trips to the new uses provided on the site and the existing business
and service uses in Hayle.

yy

A landscaped setting with safe pedestrian routes - to improve the streetscape surrounding the application site

RESIDENTIAL

yy

Covered cycle parking - to encourage sustainable transport use

HERITAGE ASSETS / PUBLIC REALM

yy

Improved pedestrian linkage between the subject site and the town centre to provide better connectivity
between the site and surrounding town

yy

New public realm – to encourage greater public access

yy

Infrastructure improvements including the repair of the listed quayside walls – to protect the heritage
assets on the site and create a viable development site

yy

New vehicular access with roundabout – to create public access

PUBLIC REALM / LINKAGE

The proposed uses have been carefully selected to respond to the townscape analysis so that they are appropriate
for and respond to their immediate context. The uses have been selected to support and reinforce the vitality of
the broader town centre. The proposed mix of uses is viable within the current economic climate. The approved
masterplan (LPA reference 08-0613-P, approved June 2010) suggested a mix of residential, retail, leisure and public
realm for South Quay. This mix of uses has largely been adopted with some adjustment to the weighting of the
proposed uses within the scheme.
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Architecture Masterplanning Design

Design Development from the Outline Planning Consent






The current design for South Quay and Foundry Yard Car Park takes into consideration the extensive preparatory work undertaken in connection with Outline Planning Consent 08-0613-P but also reflects the more focused site investigation and assessment
which has been undertaken specifically for this site. This has resulted in some variation in approach from the OPC, primarily in connection with emerging information about heritage assets. Discussions with Cornwall County Council have lead to a more
significant public realm intervention along Carnsew Road.








OPC 08-0613-P DESIGN CODE



















CONNECTIVITY / PUBLIC REALM

The OPC master plan did not place great
emphasis on heritage assets and this issue
has become an important driver in layout
and design of the current scheme

MAINLY RESIDENTIAL

 

The Hayle Harbour Development Framework seeks to achieve an

integrated approach to a complex set of assessments. It provides

a coherent structure within which Hayle can evolve over the next

decade or so whilst supporting the universal values of the WHS

It provides opportunities for imaginative developers and architects

together with the landscape and ecological signicance of the site.

to respond to changing social and economic conditions and

deliver a compelling scheme of the highest quality within agreed

parameters.

development proposals it represents a balance between the need


to respond to accepted objectives of good design and commercial

aspirations. As the development proceeds at Hayle exciting and

innovative designers will respond to the challenge of the site and,

working within the framework, create a development with huge

diversity and character.

A summary of how the design shown by the illustrative masterplan

achieves accepted objectives of good design is included at

CURRENT APPLICATION

yy

MAINLY RETAIL

HERITAGE CONSIDERATIONS

Appendix 1.











The illustrative masterplan in the following section demonstrates

how this integrated approach can be achieved. As with all



















HERITAGE ASSETS



PUBLIC REALM

The proposed uses loosely reflect those indicated within the OPC plans,
including retail, residential and leisure uses described as “shopping”, “eat”
“drink”, “promenade”, “cafe”, “waterfront residential” “town square” “river
link” and “fishing” in the OPC diagram

yy

An important departure from the OPC master
plan is the avoidance of intrusive building
operations where it has been discovered that
buried slipways may lie. This has had a significant
effect on the general layout and block arrangement
of the current scheme.





WORLD HERITAGE SITE



The current scheme adopts the CCC favoured access solution from Carnsew
Road by way of a signalised junction.
key linkages & connections
railway line & station
potential ferry link
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yy


yy

Land Use

The extent of heritage assets on the site was not fully appreciated at the
time of the OPC submission. Since then proposals to accommodate a the
Goonvean Engine and a heritage interpretation area have been introduced.

yy



A greater emphasis on pedestrian routes and access to heritage assets is
reflected within the current scheme.

Heritage



yy


With slight variation to give greater priority to non-vehicular circulation
routes; the movement and linkage objectives set out in the OPC masterplan
are largely met within the current application scheme.



yy





Movement

Hayle Harbour Regeneration

South Quay
EVALUATION

OPC 08-0613-P DESIGN CODE

Design and Access Statement

Upper storey

FIVE STOREY
FOUR STOREY
THREE STOREY
TWO STOREY
SINGLE STOREY

The current proposal reflects emerging information
about potential buried slipways under a central portion
of the site where no intrusive building operations are
proposed. This has resulted in the creation of an open
central area within the scheme.

Use

Owing to emerging information about buried slipways it has not
been possible to locate a large underground car park in the location
suggested within the OPC master plan.
SURFACE CAR PARKING
COURTYARD CAR PARKING
ON-STREET CAR PARKING

yy

The current proposals concentrate the retail
activity in the southern part of the site as close as
possible to the town centre with the residential
units located in the northern, more remote
part of the site. This marks a slight variation
in approach to the OPC master plan which
distributed retail and residential development
evenly across the whole site.

SERVICE YARD

RESIDENTIAL
BUSINESS
RETAIL
HERITAGE
EDUCATION / COMMUNITY
LEISURE

UNDERGROUND CAR PARKING
GARAGE CAR PARKING

Upper storey

residential
business
retail
indusrry
education/community
leisure
energy
waster transfer

CURRENT APPLICATION

yy

1
2
2-3
3
3-4
4
4-5
5
5-6
6

Parking Strategy
yy



The current proposal largely reflects the OPC master plan for scale along
the Penpol Creek waterfront



yy





Scale

Ground

residential
business
retail
indusrry
education/community
leisure
energy
waster transfer

Ground
residential
business
retail
indusrry
education/community
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DESIGN

The proposed layout:
yy

takes into consideration the approved vehicular access location and the key OPC objectives for linkage and
public access.

yy

responds to the heritage assets identified on and around the site including its inclusion within the Cornwall and
West Devon Mining Landscape World Heritage Site; its inclusion within the Harbour Neighbourhood of Hayle’s
Conservation Area and the LGII status of South Quay.

yy

of the development has been designed to avoid or positively incorporate the key heritage assets of the site.
Thus, no building is proposed where it has been found that quayside remains are buried under the site and
public realm interventions are concentrated along the quayside where the walls are visible.

yy

incorporates significant elements of public realm to increase access, activity and opportunities to view the
surrounding landscape, townscape and listed quayside and connecting the proposed development to the town
centre.

yy

accommodates a requirement to raise any proposed development 1.5m - 1.8m above the existing quayside (to
+6.17m AOD) but to retain the listed quayside walls at their current level of approximately +4.3m - +4.8m AOD
by adopting a split-level approach to the public realm adjoining the quayside.

yy

places uses with the highest degree of public access (retail, leisure and public realm / heritage) towards the
south of the application site in closest proximity to the town centre and major transport infrastructure.

yy

places uses that required a lesser degree of public access (residential) towards the north of the application site in
a location of lower intensity of activity whilst maintaining public access around the quay edge.

yy

places a feature destination use at the northern end of South Quay - a restaurant - which will punctuate the
pedestrian leisure route around the quayside while taking advantage of the excellent views available from this
location and encouraging activity throughout the site.

yy

accommodates a significant area of public open space at the northern end of the quay. This will allow fishing and
marine leisure activities to continue on the quay.

yy

seeks to improve connectivity and ease of movement within Hayle’s town centre by creating both destinations
on South Quay and including a footbridge to Penpol Terrace; linkage under the viaduct to Isis Garden and
Foundry Square; linkage under the viaduct between the two parts of Foundry; improved linkage across Penpol
Creek adjacent to the viaduct for pedestrians.

yy

seeks to create residential frontage addressing Penpol Creek and Penpol terrace beyond.

yy

provides opportunities for visitors within the town centre to appreciate the dramatic landscape and the listed
quayside structures.

yy

promotes variations in townscape character across the site to create a diverse and appropriate built form.

PUBLIC REALM

HERITAGE ASSETS

DEVELOPMENT
PODIUM

HISTORIC
QUAYSIDE

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN HISTORIC QUAYSIDE AND DEVELOPMENT PODIUM
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South Quay
Design and Access Statement

DESIGN

PUBLIC REALM

HERITAGE ASSETS
PROPOSED BUILDING
RETAIL
PROPOSED BUILDING
RESIDENTIAL
VEHICULAR ROUTE

PEDESTRIAN ROUTE

POTENTIAL FUTURE
PEDESTRIAN ROUTE
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DESIGN

Access
Full details of the access design and transport matters are given within the Transport Statement prepared by Savell
Bird Axon which accompanies the current application. A brief overview of the transport design is given here.
Vehicular access to both South Quay and Foundry will be from Carnsew Road via a new signalised junction.
Vehicles will gain access to proposed uses on South Quay via a new vehicular route which runs along the west side.
Service vehicles share this route, however, delivery vehicles for the food store enter the service yard within 50m
of Carnsew Road with access to the main customer parking area some 190m from Carnsew Road, enabling a good
vehicle stacking length to be provided. A lower level of vehicle movement is anticipated in the northern part of the
site where access will mainly be for residential users.

Public Access to the Quayside
Public access to the quayside will be maintained via the development access road so that users can continue to moor
their boats on South Quay. However, the existing vehicular access to the quayside will not be maintained, removing
the requirement for an unsightly barrier system. The installation of such a barrier system would detract from the
public realm improvements proposed on South Quay.

Public Realm Improvements along Carnsew Road
The redevelopment of the application site provides an opportunity to extend the ‘Town Centre’ westwards along
Carnsew Road. A public realm improvement scheme has been devised for Carnsew Road to reinforce this important
link between the site and Foundry Square.
The proposed public realm improvement scheme for Carnsew Road includes:
yy

providing a wider and continuous footway along its southern edge between Foundry Square and the new
signalled junction;

yy

a change in road surface materials to introduce the feel of a town centre and pedestrian scale environment

yy

controlled pedestrian crossing facilities at the new signalled junction, and uncontrolled crossing enhancement
at Foundry Square

Access for Bicycles
In addition to sharing the proposed road on South Quay with other vehicle users, cyclists will have a number of
additional access options within the proposed development.
Cyclists will be able to use the low level quayside route along Penpol Creek and there will be a number of ramps
allowing access to the retail and residential uses on the upper podium level.
There will be more options for cyclists including the introduction of a new footbridge between South Quay and
Penpol Terrace and improved access between South Quay and Foundry Square. Additional access from Foundry
under the viaduct will also be provided.
As a leisure and tourism pursuit cycling offers visitors to Hayle excellent opportunities to gain access to beaches and
viewpoints where existing road and car parking facilities are limited. The proposed development incorporates key
linkage proposals from existing off-site paths into the town centre.
The proposed foodstore will contain welfare facilities for staff including showers and lockers which in addition to
secure cycle storage will make cycling a real option for staff travelling to work.
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VEHICULAR ROUTE
PEDESTRIAN ROUTE

PROPOSED BUS STOP

Hayle Harbour Regeneration

South Quay

DESIGN

Pedestrian Access
Improved pedestrian access within the site and beyond the site into the town centre has been one of the key drivers
in expanding the application site since the withdrawal of planning application LPA Ref 09-1334-ORM.

Linkage
A new 3m wide pedestrian / cycle bridge is proposed across Penpol Creek, facilitating safe movement to South Quay
from Penpol Terrace. There will be a new footway that will connect with the existing bus stop, located approximately
50 m further south. A pedestrian road crossing facility will also be introduced in this location to aid the safe
movement of pedestrians across Penpol Terrace. This will provide a new link between the site and the northern retail
and residential areas of Hayle, thereby further integrating the development with the local communities. This is a
significant enhancement to the local area and will create a strong and sustainable linkage between South Quay and
other parts of the town. This is also a significant advantage of this site in comparison with other current foodstore
sites or proposals within Hayle.
Improvements to the informal existing route (unmade ground) adjacent to the viaduct will create a footpath linking
South Quay to Penpol Terrace and the train station.
A new footpath route from South Quay through Isis Garden and associated pedestrian crossings will provide linkage
from the application site to Foundry Square.

Design and Access Statement

Car Parking is proposed on the site as follows:
Parking for South Quay Retail – 244 standard spaces, 16 disabled spaces, 16 parent child spaces, customer bicycle
spaces, staff bicycle spaces. Disabled parking standards are compliant with DDA and BS8300 guidelines of 6% of
provision for shopping areas and with Cornwall County Council’s standard of 5%.
Parking for Foundry Retail - 39 standard spaces, 4 disabled spaces, customer bicycle spaces, staff bicycle spaces
Disabled parking standards are compliant with DDA and BS8300 guidelines of 6% of provision for shopping areas and
with Cornwall County Council’s standard of 5%.
Parking for Residential – 40 parking spaces are indicated within parking courtyards. A number of these could be
laid out as dedicated disabled spaces subject to detail design. When the detail design for this part of the scheme is
brought forward disabled parking standards should be compliant with DDA and BS8300 guidelines of 5% of provision
for residential development and with Cornwall County Council’s standard of 5%.
North end open space - informal parking for 20-30 vehicles is available for leisure users.
Parking for Fishermen - 7 spaces allocated for fishing vehicles

In addition, there will be improved pedestrian access from Foundry Yard under the viaduct and into the adjacent
residential community.
The layout and design take account of the future aspiration to provide a swing bridge linking the norther tip of South
Quay to North Quay. The north swing bridge does not form part of the current application.

Improved Accessibility by Public Transport
The proposed pedestrian footbridge will create a link to Penpol Terrace, near the existing northbound bus stop which
will improve connectivity to the local bus services and the site.
It is proposed that as part of the Carnsew Road public realm improvement scheme, a new pair of bus stops will be
provided to improve the accessibility of public transport into the site providing better access to the site for both local
and regional shoppers.
This creates more opportunity to link this site with the Park and Ride at St Erth.

Disabled Access
The provision of access for the disabled to all areas of the development has been an important consideration within
the design. Although the site is currently flat it has been necessary to raise the development thresholds some 1.1m 1.7m above the existing quayside. Yet, because of the quayside’s listed status and the related heritage considerations
it has not been possible to raise levels across the whole of the site. Development is located on a podium with a
quayside walk retained at the lower level of +4.3m - +4.8m AOD. In order to assist movement between the quayside
and podium there are frequent ramps with landings and average gradients of less than 1:20.

PARKING STRATEGY DIAGRAM

Service Vehicle Access

SURFACE CAR PARKING

Service vehicles and emergency vehicles obtain access to South Quay and Foundry via the proposed signalised
junction on Carnsew Road.

COURTYARD CAR PARKING
ON-STREET CAR PARKING
SERVICE YARD
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Amount
RETAIL (FULL APPLICATION)

RESTAURANT
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Foundry Yard Retail - RET.A - 353msq (ground) + 230msq (mezzanine) = 582msq GIA
			
RET.B - 427msq (ground) + 278msq (mezzanine) = 704msq GIA
			
RET.C - 427msq (ground) + 278msq (mezzanine) = 704msq GIA
SUB-TOTAL FOUNDRY YARD RETAIL - 1990msq GIA
South Quay Retail 			
			

RET.E - 5043msq (ground) + 250msq (mezzanine) = 5293msq GIA
RET.F - 173msq (ground) + (no mezzanine) = 173msq GIA
RET.G - 234msq (ground) + (no mezzanine) = 234msq GIA

South Quay Cinema - UNIT.D - 433msq (ground) + (no mezzanine) = 433msq GIA
				
(2 screens - 1 screen @ 108 seats + 1 screen @ 90 seats)

E

SUB-TOTAL SOUTH QUAY - 6133msq GIA
D

Goonvean Engine - 250m² site area (approx) reserved for the location of the Engine.

RESIDENTIAL (OUTLINE APPLICATION ONLY)

PROPOSED NEW BUILDING

TOTAL RESIDENTIAL
			
			

6 x 2 bedroom apartments (18 habitable rooms)
17 x 2 bedroom 2 storey houses (51 habitable rooms)
7 x 3 bedroom 2.5 storey houses (28 habitable rooms)

		

30 dwellings (97 habitable rooms)

Total

EXISTING BUILDING OFFSITE

All residential units are to be sized in accordance with Lifetime Homes minimum standards and Standards and Quality
in Development IMDA (internal minimum design area) figures, whichever are higher.
Proposed unit types include:
				
				

3 bedroom house (3B5P IMDA)
2 bedroom house (2B4P IMDA)
2 bedroom apartment (2B4P IMDA)

For parking provision see “Access”.
OTHER (OUTLINE APPLICATION ONLY)
Penpol Point Restaurant.H - 280msq (ground) + 90msq (mezzanine) = 370msq GIA INDICATIVE ONLY
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Scale and Massing
Generally
yy

The proposed scale of development reflects the fact that Hayle is not a traditional Cornish fishing village, but is
an industrial town with a history of large scale uses at the harbour.

yy

The proposed scale of development varies across the site in response to its varying character and the scale
of adjacent development and views and to reflect the existing variation in scale of development and grain
throughout Hayle which is part of its defining character.

yy

The massing of the proposed buildings is a response not only to the site evaluation but must also accommodate
the requirements of the retailers’ and housing developers’ briefs so as to produce a viable design solution for
each component of the scheme and for the totality of the development.

yy

The proximity of the development to Penpol Terrace, Foundry and the viaduct are important considerations.
The scale of the buildings remains subservient to the viaduct so that the viaduct retains its dominant visual
status within the townscape.

yy

The scale of proposed buildings is a response both to the specific existing site context but also to the historic
context of South Quay as it had been previously developed.

yy

Built form is massed along the eastern side of South Quay addressing Penpol Creek and Penpol Terrace to create
a strong waterfront edge.

yy

The scale of proposed development diminishes from south to north to respond to the existing townscape
context.

Retail

1
2
FOUR STOREY OR EQUIVALENT
2-3
THREE STOREY OR EQUIVALENT
3
3-4
TWO STOREY OR EQUIVALENT
4
SINGLE STOREY
4-5
5
5-6
6

yy

The largest mass within the proposals, the foodstore, has been placed closest to other larger buildings in the
town to create a more coherent townscape. In response to the character of the town and the history of the site
the form of the larger formal retail unit has been selected to evoke traditional warehousing with multiple gable
ended pitched roofs addressing Penpol Creek and Penpol Terrace beyond. While it is clear from the design that
the building is a single entity the more complex form reduces the apparent massing and suggests a smaller scale.

yy

The small scale retail units along South Quay are simpler in form and massing where the warehousing motif
would not be appropriate however this theme recurs in the design of the retail units at Foundry. There are
strong visual connections through the viaduct to similarly massed development on the south side of the viaduct.

FIVE STOREY OR EQUIVALENT

Residential
yy

Massing for the proposed residential development is suggested as part of the outline planning application to be
smaller scale.

yy

The residential development has been formed into groupings to allow visual permissibility across the site.

In order to assess the impact of the proposals a 3D computer model has been created of the proposals and the
surrounding townscape allowing the visualization of key views identified through the assessment process.

TOWN CENTRE

VIADUCT

GOONVEAN
ENGINE

FOODSTORE

WATERFRONT RETAIL

residential

resTAURANT
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Scale and Massing
yy

The scale of the buildings remains subservient to the viaduct so that the viaduct retains its dominant visual
status within the townscape as illustrated in the CGI view.

yy

Built form is massed along the eastern side of South Quay addressing Penpol Creek and Penpol Terrace to create
a strong waterfront edge as illustrated in the CGI view.
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AERIAL VIEW OF THE APPLICATION SITE AS EXISTING

Design and Access Statement

AERIAL VIEW OF THE APPLICATION SITE AS PROPOSED

CONCEPT MASSING VIEW OF THE APPLICATION SITE AS PROPOSED
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Architecture Masterplanning Design

Landscape Strategy
Landscape design has been prepared by Aspect Landscape and is described in detail in the Landscape Design
Statement which accompanies the current application.
yy

A landscape and townscape assessment has underpinned the scheme design and one of the key aims is to
promote an approach to design which is responsive to variations in character across the site.

yy

The landscape design of streets and spaces provides a cohesive structure which unifies the variations in urban
form.

yy

The quayside is a key feature within the scheme, South Quay falls within the “harbour neighbourhood” of the
Hayle Conservation Area and it important that the detailing and materials used in the lower level quayside retain
the character of a working harbour.

yy

Carnsew Road public realm improvements are of great importance within the scheme in order to link South Quay
to the southern side of Carnsew Road and extend the town centre westwards.

LANDSCAPE STRATEGY PLAN
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South Quay
Design and Access Statement

LANDSCAPE MASTER PLAN
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Slipways and Heritage Interpretation Area
The new scheme layout seeks to minimise building operations in the areas where the previous slipways were located.
However, there are no surface indications of the former slipways and no way for the public to view and understand
their extent.
The hard landscaping design seeks to create means for the public to appreciate the extent of the slipways through a
series of horizontal and vertical markers following the edge of the historic quay within the retail car park.
The culmination of the vista and route from the new Penpol Creek footbridge will be a heritage interpretation area
providing information not only about South Quay but also its place within Hayle’s industrial history. The heritage
interpretation area also will also act as an orientation point providing information about footpaths and walks around
Hayle and the estuary. This will also provide an ideal viewing point for the markers showing the extent of the historic
quay.
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Residential Design Parameters
The residential development within the application site is in outline only and therefore the design is described as a
series of design parameters which will be addressed in greater detail in the design code for the residential part of the
scheme. The design code will elaborate the following principles:

Movement
yy

Vehicular access from the western spine road to a series of parking courtyards.

yy

No vehicular “rat run” through the residential development.

yy

The residential development should be permeable to pedestrians.

Layout
yy

Blocks or terraces should provide a strong waterfront edge to the east and should define the former quayside
to the west.

yy

Development may occur within the infilled quays so long as any remains of quays buried below are not disturbed
through construction.

yy

The interior of the residential block although containing the front entrances of the dwellings should be elaborated
and designed as semi-private space.

yy

The outer eastern & western elevations which address Penpol Creek & Carnsew Channel should be treated as
public faces of the residential

Vehicular access
Pedestrian linkages
Semi-private
Heritage considerations
non-residential built form
residential built form
Residential entrances
Public face
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Residential Design Parameters
Massing
Cues for massing for the residential development should be taken both from contextual sources (Penpol Terrace)
and historical sources (buildings formerly present on the quay). These would suggest simple linear forms twothree storeys high.

yy

CONCEPT HOUSE PANS
DEVELOPMENT ON SOUTH QUAY VIEWED FROM CARNSEW (PRE WWII)

Open Space / Landscape Strategy
yy

Significant areas of space have been reserved as public open space including a large area at the northern tip of
the quay and a 4m wide promenade along the whole of the quayside.

yy

It may not be appropriate to elaborate this space for use as equipped or open play space for small children owing
to the unprotected quayside. Its listed status - amongst other townscape considerations - preclude the addition
of fencing. Large areas of beach and open space are situated close by which mitigate for this.

yy

The landscape strategy for heritage assets and the quayside forms the framework for the residential development
within.

Articulation of Architectural form
Cues for articulation of the architectural form can be taken both from contextual historic sources and from
contemporary Cornish sources. These would suggest simple unadorned forms with a minimum of projecting
features.

yy

CONCEPT SECTION
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CONCEPT SECTION AND ELEVATION (APARTMENTS)
CONCEPT SECTION AND ELEVATION (HOUSES)

CONCEPT SECTION SHOWING RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CARNSEW CHANNEL AND PROPOSED RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT

EXEMPLAR RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT
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Appearance
The appearance of the residential part of the scheme and the bridge is a reserved matter within the application
therefore the description here will concentrate on the retail part of the design.
Form - Buildings
The form of the larger retail units within the scheme both on South Quay and Foundry has been selected to be
similar to traditional warehousing evoking the memory of the site’s previous industrial use. The series of gable ended
pitched roofs not only serves as a historical reference but also breaks down the larger scale and mass of the retail
units into smaller volumes; more in keeping with the existing built form in the town centre. A contemporary design
and use of materials ensures that there is no confusion between the real historic features of the site and town and the
proposed development.
The appearance the residential part scheme is a reserved matter within the outline application and therefore all
images convey design intent only. The combination of the retail design approach and the residential approach has
been supplemented by further refinement of scale, massing and materials to create unique aspects of the design.

FOUNDRY SQUARE

CARNSEW CHANNEL ELEVATION (WEST)

30

PENPOL CREEK ELEVATION (EAST)

The intention has been to create a unique series of retail and residential buildings for this important site and on this
basis three alternatives were developed for discussion. The details of the alternatives considered are contained in
Appendix II and can be summarised as follows:A.

Sculpture in the landscape – creating a simple bold architectural statement.

B.

Surfboard roof line – stretching the roof to embrace the surrounding landscape.

C.

Saw tooth roof – conveying a traditional industrial/warehousing reference.

Following consultation it was agreed that Option C should be developed further as it allows for a contemporary
interpretation of the industrial history of the Quays.

Hayle Harbour Regeneration
DESIGN

South Quay
Design and Access Statement
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EXTRACT FROM OPC 08-0613-P DESIGN CODE SHOWING SECTIONAL VIEW OF SOUTH QUAY

south quay waterfront west

south quay internal streets & spaces

south quay waterfront east

penpol creek

penpol terrace


yy

The current proposals preserve the most important aspects of the OPC master plan while taking
into consideration heritage assets of the site.

yy

The underground parking has been entirely omitted from the central area of the site so as not
to disturb any buried remains of slipways which may exist there.

yy

An active built form is created along the waterfront addressing Penpol Creek.

yy

A low level quayside promenade (the existing quayside level is retained) and an upper podium
level is proposed as per the OPC master plan.

 









CURRENT PROPOSAL SECTIONAL VIEW OF RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT (ILLUSTRATIVE ONLY)
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Materials
It is anticipated that submission of a full schedule of materials accompanied by samples would be a condition to any
planning consent. However, in developing the proposals the designers have given thought to the proposed materials
and finishes which will be employed.

CI/SfB

(47)

N

June 2009

A palette of external finishing materials has been selected for use within the scheme:
Stone – proposed as a wall finish for South Quay retail units. A rustic granite walling system has been identified
for use with a highly textured natural stone in grey, yellow and brown. This has been selected as an attractive
local, traditional material as well as because of its durability, robustness and resistance to an aggressive marine
environment.
Architectural Masonry - proposed as a wall finish for Foundry Yard retail units. A high quality, efflorescence-free
architectural masonry system has been identified offering a variety of surface textures from polished to split face as
well as a variety of colours through the use of different natural aggregates. Striking design effects can be achieved
through the use of several different surface textured blocks in combination.
Render - proposed as a wall finish. Through-coloured render in varied shades of white – off white are proposed
for retail units and residential (design intent only) parts of the development. Render is a traditional building finish
locally and is appropriate for the marine environment. Render used in conjunction with appropriate building systems
can be part of highly sustainable construction systems.
High Pressure Laminate Cladding - proposed as a wall finish for retail units. Laminate cladding is proposed for
high level wall cladding. This material has been selected for its industrial appearance as well as its robustness and
resistance in an aggressive marine environment. A combination of colours has been selected to complement the
natural stone proposed as well as to evoke patinated copper - since copper smelting was an important activity in
Hayle’s industrial past.

SLATE (FOR RESIDENTIAL ROOFS - DESIGN INTENT ONLY)

RUSTIC GRANITE

ARCHITECTURAL MASONRY

Slates

Exposed Aggregate Concrete - proposed as a external surface finish along the lower quayside walk. This is a robust,
non-slip finish which is appropriate for a working dock and will be evocative of South Quay’s industrial past.

STANDING SEAM ROOFING (NON-RESIDENTIAL)

THROUGH-COLOURED RENDER

ARCHITECTURAL MASONRY (FOR CINEMA)

EXISTING STONE ON SITE FOR COLOUR REFERENCE

Stolit K, StoSilco K, StoLotusan K

Stippled

Slate – proposed as a roof finish. It is proposed to incorporate some artificial slate roofing within the residential
part of the scheme (design intent only). Slate is a traditional building finish locally and is appropriate for the marine
environment.
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EXPOSED AGGREGATE CONCRETE (RIGHT)

ARCHITECTURAL MASONRY SMOOTH
(BOTTOM) AND SPLIT FACE (TOP)

RUSTIC GRANITE (FOR SOUTH QUAY RETAIL)

HIGH PRESSURE LAMINATE CLADDING
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Design Focus Areas

The Goonvean Engine

The following areas are the subject of more focused analysis and detailed design work which is
illustrated on the following pages.

The Goonevan Engine is a Grade II* listed Cornish Beam engine. It is now at the Goonvean China Clay site near St
Austell. The Engine was built 1863 by Harvey &Co. in Hayle.

yy

Heritage Interpretation (see landscape strategy elsewhere in the document)

yy

Goonvean Engine

yy

Quayside

yy

Footbridge

yy

Carnsew Channel

yy

Carnsew Road Public Realm

yy

Retail (this was the subject of detailed design work and consultation and is described
elsewhere in this document)

Harvey’s Foundry Trust, ING RED UK and the Princes Regeneration Trust have formed a partnership to save the beam
engine and bring it back to Hayle.
The application proposals reserve a place to reconstruct the Goonvean Engine. The site is adjacent to the north side
of the railway viaduct and close to the Harvey Foundry where it was made.
The sketches indicate a possible arrangement for the reconstructed structure.

Heritage Interpretation
Proposals for heritage interpretation on the site encompass a number of different design initiatives including:
Repair and conservation of existing LGII quay walls and quayside furniture. Where new quayside retaining structures
are proposed they will be visibly different so as to keep the historic and modern quay walls distinct from each other.
(See Buro Happold Schedule of Works for Quay Walls repair and Listed Building Application for full details)
The alignment of the 1908 quayside and slipways will be expressed through the hard landscaping design using
both horizontal and vertical features to indicate the former quayside. (See Aspect Landscape’s Landscape Design
Statement for full details)
Space has been reserved on the site for the relocation of the Goonvean Engine. In conjunction with the viaduct these
could form an appropriate historic industrial gateway to Hayle.
An outdoor interpretation area providing information about the heritage assets of South Quay; an explanation of the
slipways hard landscaping design and information about Hayle’s industrial history is proposed at the visual terminus
of the footbridge and footpath through the retail car park. This area is centrally located in the site and can also
provide orientation information to allow visitors to continue onto the the public footpath network to the north of the
site from where views of Hayle and the surrounding landscape are available.
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Quayside
The quayside requires special design consideration in order to meet the objectives set out in the assessment and
evaluation of the site’s heritage assets and simultaneously to address the constraints arising from the Flood Risk
Assessment.
The masonry quayside walls will be repaired in accordance with an approved Schedule of Works.
New development will occur on a “podium” set some 1.0m - 1.7m above the existing quays.
The character of the lower quayside is intended to reflect the South Quay’s industrial past and this has influenced the
selection of materials and detailing. The proposed new surface finish for the lower promenade is exposed aggregate
in situ concrete and no pedestrian guarding is proposed at the water’s edge adjacent to moorings.
The upper promenade and podium is a new structure and is set a minimum of 4m from the masonry quay walls in
order not to disturb them. The upper promenade is proposed to have pedestrian edge guarding and small-unit block
paving surface finish in order to maintain its distinction from the lower quayside.

TYPICAL REPAIR DETAILS FOR EXISTING STONEWORK
SUBMITTED AS PART OF LISTED BUILDING APPLICATION

PROPOSED QUAYSIDE CONSTRUCTION SECTIONS

SCHEMATIC 3-D SECTION THROUGH
PROPOSED QUAYSIDE
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Footbridge
REPAIR PROPOSALS FOR THE QUAY WALL BREACH
SUBMITTED AS PART OF LISTED BUILDING APPLICATION

The desirability to improve connectivity and linkage around Hayle’s town centre has been determined not only
through the assessment and evaluation undertaken in connection with this application but also in previously
consented schemes and through discussion with stakeholders and statutory consultees.
A 3m wide shared pedestrian/cycle bridge is proposed in order to support sustainable transport objectives.
To the west the footbridge is proposed to land at the upper promenade or podium level on South Quay. Piled
foundations will be set a minimum of 4m from the listed quayside walls. Lightweight, cantilevered steps will afford
access to the lower quayside promenade in addition to DDA compliant ramps.
The footbridge is designed to oversail the lower promenade level so pedestrians may walk underneath uninterrupted
at the lower level.
To the east the footbridge lands alongside Penpol Terrace where it is proposed to construct a new section of
pedestrian footpath leading to a new pedestrian crossing affording access to the existing shops and services along
this parade.
The design of the bridge is intended to be simple and subservient to the viaduct
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Carnsew Channel
The Carnsew Channel requires special design consideration because its South Quay face is currently formed of
sloping fill material. It is potentially unstable and is unsuitable for moorings in its current condition.
It is proposed to create a new sheet piling face to Carnsew Channel. This, in conjunction with clearing the channel
(by sluicing and/or dredging) will allow moorings alongside South Quay.
Sheet piling is an appropriate finish for the Carnsew Channel face since this finish will be distinct from other historic
masonry stretches of quayside. Timber fenders will be fixed to the sheet piling to add both visual interest and to help
protect the sides of the moored boats. The timber fenders are also an evocation of the historic timber revetments.
The alignment of the proposed sheet piling has been selected in order to avoid any existing visible or buried
structures which may exist on South Quay. Additional survey work has been undertaken to determine the precise
location of any buried structures in this area.

VIEW AS EXISTING FROM THE SLUICE BRIDGE AT THE SOUTHERN END OF CARNSEW CHANNEL

TIMBER FENDER CONCEPT FOR FIXING TO SHEET PILING

STRUCTURAL ENGINEER’S DETAIL FOR CARNSEW CHANNEL
SUBMITTED AS PART OF LISTED BUILDING APPLICATION
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Foundry Yard Car Park and Carnsew Road
The Foundry Yard Car Park is a lightly used car park adjacent to the town centre. At present it does not offer good
pedestrian linkage to Foundry Yard or to Foundry Square. The surfaces are unmade; there are no footpath links and
no formal crossing points.
The highways and landscaping design seek to create a new area of public realm which spans across Carnsew Road
linking the Foundry Yard Car Park and South Quay.
The design seeks to slow vehicular traffic along this stretch of Carnsew Road and to promote pedestrian usage.
The design seeks to extend the perceived town centre north of the viaduct and westwards along Carnsew Road. The
reinstatement of the Goonvean Engine would define and enclose this space.

Foundry Yard Car Park AS EXISTING OFFERS A POOR PEDESTRIAN ENVIRONMENT & THE CAR PARK IS LITTLE USED

VIEWS AS PROPOSED OF Foundry Yard Car Park AND THE CARNSEW ROAD IMPROVEMENTS
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Key Views Study
The following viewpoints were identified by the planning authority as being sensitive in connection with the
redevelopment of South Quay. The site & context have been constructed in a virtual model to allow careful
consideration of these views throughout the design process and the resulting Computer Generated Imagery
showing the proposed development in its photographic context illustrate how the proposal will sit comfortably
in its urban context.

Key View 1 Objectives

Key View 1 Considerations
It should be noted that the previously consented
redevelopment of North Quay will introduce builtform in the foreground of this view which will
obscure much of the South Quay development

yy

The listed quayside walls are clearly visible from viewpoint
1 and these require maintenance and improvement to be a
positive visual feature

yy

Although the site occupies a central position within the visible
townscape it does not contribute positively to the visual
quality or identity of Hayle and it provides very limited public
access and therefore very limited activity. This gives an air of
abandonment to this part of the town. The proposals should
make an active contribution to increasing activity levels,
providing built-form, soft landscaping and identification of the
site as part of the town centre

Design Outcome

1

View from Cricket Club as proposed
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1

View from Cricket Club as existing

yy

The proposed development is visible from the edge of the
cricket pitch but not from the pavilion itself.

yy

The viaduct retains a very prominent position within the view
with the proposed footbridge visually subservient.

yy

The listed quay walls will retain their prominent position
within the view and will be restored through the
redevelopment. This will have a positive impact on their
appearance from this viewpoint.

yy

The introduction of new built form, public realm, street
furniture, soft landscaping and resultant activity will reinforce
the town centre and make a positive visual contribution.

yy

The proposed redevelopment of South Quay is consistent
with its historical status when it was full of activity and built
form .
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Key View 3 Objectives

2

yy

The scale of the building elements must be carefully
considered within the context of the fine urban grain of Penpol
Terrace mitigated by the abrupt changes to grain and scale
which are characteristic of Hayle’s urban fabric

yy

Uses which reinforce the retail and commercial centre of Hayle
and reflect the existing mix of retail and residential uses on
Penpol Terrace would be appropriate.

1

5

yy

A design and layout which improves connectivity encourages
public access and use of the quayside will have positive
impacts on existing retail along Penpol Terrace

yy

Light spillage from the development must be carefully
considered with respect to residential properties in Penpol
Terrace.

3
6

Design Outcome

yy

Although listed, the quay walls require maintenance and repair
to become an attractive feature from this viewpoint

yy

The proposal includes public realm along the quayside,
incorporating street furniture, outdoor leisure use, steps and
ramps to the higher level walkway as well as soft landscaping all of
which contribute to greater levels of activity and finer urban grain
along this frontage.

yy

The new footbridge will greatly improve connectivity between
South Quay and the town for pedestrians and cyclists.

yy

Mixed-use development will reinforce the town centre north of
the viaduct and reflect the current uses in Penpol Terrace

yy

Improvements and maintenance to the quay walls including repair
of the breach are integral to the design proposal

yy

Active frontage including residential and retail uses addressing
Penpol Creek will strengthen the streetscape and public realm
along the waterfront.

4

VIEWPOINTS KEY PLAN

3

3

View from Penpol Terrace as existing

View from Penpol Terrace as proposed
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Key View 5 Objectives

4

yy

This is a distant viewpoint of Hayle
and the subject site, however, it does
provide a largely unobstructed view
of the town.

yy

The proposed buildings should
not unduly obscure the existing
landscape and townscape from view.

yy

The subject site although central
within the town has no positive visual
impact from this viewpoint through
lack of quality soft landscaping,
quality built form and activity.

yy

Listed quayside is visible from this
viewpoint although the fine detail of
its condition cannot be appreciated
from this distance.

View from Cunaide Stone as existing

Key View 4 Objectives
yy

South Quay is partially screened by Jewson
buildings from this viewpoint and therefore
considerations largely relate to the southern part
of the site and at high level

yy

The proposed buildings should not unduly obscure
the existing landscape and townscape from
view although there are very limited features of
particular note from this viewpoint

yy

The site although central within the town looks
untidy and under-used from this viewpoint and
this should be improved

yy

Open views towards Penpol Terrace and the hillside
beyond are a minor positive feature which should
be maintained

Design Outcome

4

yy

The townscape and hillside landscape
of Hayle to the east and north east
remain visible over the proposed
development

yy

New hard and soft landscaping and tree
planting will improve the appearance
of the site from this viewpoint and
increased levels of activity will reinforce
this area as the “centre”

yy

Maintenance and improvements to the
quayside walls are proposed however
these may be only slightly perceptible
from this distance.

View from Cunaide Stone as proposed

extent of application site

Design Outcome
yy

The scale of the proposed retail development is
partially obscured by existing Jewson buildings.

yy

The townscape and hillside landscape of Hayle to
the north and north east remain visible over the
proposed development.

yy

New development on the Foundry Yard Car Park site
is largely obscured by existing trees and shrubs.

yy

The proposed saw-tooth form roofing will be highly
visible from this viewpoint and will create a distinct
identity for the development.
5
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View from St Uny’s Church as proposed

5

View from St Uny’s Church as existing
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Key View 6 Objectives

2

yy

1

yy

yy

5

The view to the subject site from the train station is largely obscured by
existing buildings however there are distant views of the landscape beyond
which should not be obscured by new development.
Insofar as it is possible - given that the street is obscured - wayfinding should
be considered from this viewpoint and visual cues or markers should be
introduced which will assist visitors with orientation when they reach street
level

Design Outcome
yy

Distant views towards Lelant and the surrounding hillside are preserved.

yy

The proposals provide visual cues from this viewpoint in the form of a prominent
position for the Goonvean Engine which will have a distinctive presence in
the visible roofscape and flashes of saw-tooth form roofing. The residential
development will merge comfortably with the visible townscape.

yy

Feature and advertising lighting is beyond the scope of the current application
however the need to take this viewpoint into consideration is noted.

External lighting should be considered at high level within the proposed
development as a wayfinding and orientation device

3
6
4

VIEWPOINTS KEY PLAN

6

6

View from Railway Station as existing

View from Railway Station as proposed
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Sustainability
A stand-alone Sustainability Statement has been prepared, which highlights the features and areas where the
proposed development is meeting best practice, in particular with regard to the key sustainability issues of energy,
transport, water, materials, waste and site management, pollution, ecology, and health and well being.
The residential part of the scheme has been subject to a Code for Sustainable Homes Pre-Assessment by
Environmental Perspectives. The illustrative dwellings will be progressed at detailed design stage, in order to
achieve a Level 4* CSH rating. The pre-assessment framework is appended to the Sustainability Statement which
accompanies the current application.
The retail part of the scheme has been subject to a BREEAM Pre-Assessment by Environmental Perspectives LLP. A
framework setting out potential credits for the retail units have identified to achieve a BREEAM “Very Good” rating.
The pre-assessment is appended to the Sustainability Statement which accompanies the current application.

Structural Design
The structural approach is derived from the design concept which makes reference to South Quay’s industrial and
warehousing past.
A schematic structural design has been prepared by Buro Happold to ensure the viability of the design solution for
the detail design parts of the application scheme. The general structural approach is summarised below:
The structural design for those parts of the scheme which are shown in outline only has not been considered at this stage.
However, a structural approach for the retail parts of the scheme and the public realm and podium has been considered
bearing in mind the constraints and considerations arising from the Site Investigation, Contamination Study and the
Heritage Reports.
The food store is a single storey warehouse type structure that has approximate plan dimensions of 75m x
95m. Structural advice includes potential foundation solutions based on available sub-strata information and a
preliminary assessment of spanning the roof structure.
yy

The structural solution is summarised thus:

yy

Create duo-pitched roof profile utilising tied glulam rafters;

yy

Rafters are to be supported on long span, 1.8m deep steel trusses;

yy

The trusses span from perimeter columns/walls to 2no. internal columns on the shop floor;

yy

Transfer trusses have been utilised to minimise column locations on the shop floor;

yy

Pile caps are provided at discrete column or wall locations. Pile groups end-bear onto suitable strata;

yy

The ground floor can be formed from a ground bearing structural slab.

SCHEMATIC STRUCTURAL DESIGN (RETAIL)
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External Lighting
An external lighting layout has been prepared by Savell Bird Axon to provide lighting in accordance with the
requirements of BS 5489: Parts 1 – 10,”Code of Practice for Road Lighting” and to minimise any adverse impact on the
historic environment, residential amenity, highway safety and ecology. The layout includes street lighting for new
roads within the application site as well as car parks and pedestrian public realm. The layout is indicative and would
be adjusted to suit a future detailed residential layout, however, the layout shows fixture heights and spacing.
The design takes into consideration lighting impact on nearest sensitive receptors. These are identified as residential
development along Penpol Terrace however most of the dwellings along Penpol Terrace are set above and behind
street level commercial or retail units. The specification of fittings which direct light downwards and limit spillage
will minimise any impact on these dwellings.
At the same time lighting of public realm to meet Secured by Design objectives must also be taken into
consideration. It is important that new areas of public realm feel safe during hours of darkness through adequate
lighting to encourage appropriate public usage and thereby increase levels of casual surveillance.

4m high , 14000 lumen fitting
6m high, 13500 lumen fitting
8m high, 13500 lumen fitting
0.8m high, 1800 lumen fitting
SCHEMATIC LIGHTING LAYOUT
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Secured By Design

Secured By Design - Landscaping

The proposed scheme design has been the subject of pre-application consultation with the Architectural Liaison
Officer of Devon and Cornwall Police. The scheme design incorporates features to address the concerns that might
arise in connection with a development of this type and as described below:

Landscape design within the proposals for Hayle comply with the principles of ‘Secure by Design’ with soft
landscaping defining private and public spaces without impeding natural surveillance and lighting to ensure a safe
and secure environment. Location and specification of landscape treatment will create defensible spaces between
built form and public areas as well as reaffirming public, private, pedestrian and vehicular usage. Within hard
landscaping areas, anti skate devices deter inappropriate use of the public space to ensure longevity of a high quality
public realm and the safety of pedestrian users.

yy

All retail doorways are either within flat retail frontage or into projecting glazed lobbies in order to avoid recessed
doorways as these can become points where groups may congregate.

yy

In order to maximize natural surveillance of all the car parks from adjacent overlooking buildings the main retail
car park on South Quay is overlooked by several different buildings with different uses which will provide casual
surveillance at different times of the day. The food store’s café and staff areas to the south as well as some of
the residential development to the north and the small retail / cafe units to the east all overlook this area. New
linkage to offsite footpaths and Penpol Terrace via the footbridge will increase footfall and casual surveillance.
In order to maximize natural surveillance of all the car parks from adjacent overlooking buildings Foundry
Yard retail development’s car park is overlooked by the retail units themselves and by a significant new area of
pedestrian public realm. It is anticipated that the implementation of the scheme will significantly increase the
footfall in this area.

yy

The application drawings do not show gates or barriers for the retail car parks because the details of the car park
operation have not yet been finalised. If crime or disorder issues arise particularly overnight then barriers will
be added in order to assist with controlling any problems. Should any particular problems arise in connection
with the large retail car park then additional barriers could be introduced within the car park to reduce the
attractiveness of the space to “boy racers”.

yy

Secured By Design - Soft Landscaping
yy

Boundaries between private front gardens and public routes are defined by knee high rope and post fencing
combined with low level ornamental hedging. These private front gardens consist of stones and gravels
permeated by low level planting in order to create defensible space between private dwellings and private areas.

yy

Low to medium soft landscaping is specified within public areas to limit impediments on natural surveillance
and lighting. Along with robust, evergreen characteristics to ensure pedestrians and vehicles remain within their
respective routes and zones, with private and public usage clearly defined. The private western elevation of
the store is segregated from public use through strong structural planting in the form of a continual hedgerow.

Secured By Design - Hard Landscaping
yy

Public realm in front of the cinema, a predominantly hard surface space, strategically located sections of deterrent
paving such as tactile paving or cobbles are utilised to deter skating. Deterrent paving situated at the base and
top of the flight of steps and along the roadside of the raised table also have a dual purpose, providing hazard
warnings for visually impaired users. Street furniture including trees in tree grills, bollards, benches, tables and
chairs create an animated public space which reduces the degree of open, unbroken hard surface space and its
appeal to skaters. Anti-skate studs are to be utilised on the large flight of steps within the Quayside public realm
to prevent inappropriate usage.
There are no low walls proposed around the site generally since these can become “unofficial seats” for groups
which could cause problems.

yy

A small parking area is included for fishermen and other leisure users requiring access to the new moorings,
sluices, Carnsew Pool and beyond. This is also the turning area for service vehicles. This is an important area of
public realm providing access to off-site public footpaths and adjacent to the interpretation area. It is anticipated
that this area of the site will benefit from increased levels of use throughout the day and increased levels of
casual surveillance through its proximity to the residential access road.

yy

All new roads, pedestrian public realm and car parks will be lit in accordance with BS 5489: Parts 1 – 10 Code of
Practice for Road Lighting. These are the standards to which “Secured by Design” cross-refers.

yy

yy

Security fencing around retail units’ service areas is proposed. This will be in the form of existing walling; new
walling and fencing depending on the precise location.

yy

In consultation with the retail operators and prior to commencement of construction the positions for alarms
and CCTV can be agreed. This will enable first fix wiring for alarms and future CCTV for the retail units to be
incorporated within the base build thus minimising the need for surface mounted wiring for any security systems.

A number of points of detail were identified in connection with the illustrative residential layout shown on the
application drawings. This part of the application is in outline only and therefore it not considered appropriate to
address each point in detail since the layout is indicative only. However, it is confirmed that all the points could be
addressed within design development of the scheme at the detail stage.

yy

Although signage is beyond the scope of the current application the guidance to ensure the specification of
vandal resistant signs is duly noted.
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Conclusion
The development at South Quay and Foundry Yard will bring forward a range of significant benefits that can be
summarised as follows.
Heritage Benefits
yy
Repairs to the breach in the wall including maintenance of the existing listed structure (infilling of missing
granite and re-pointing).

Community/Sustainability Benefits
yy

Transformation of a gateway site that is currently under-used into a vibrant commercial and residential area.

yy

A cinema.

yy

Provision of a choice of housing.

yy

Provision of a range of new shopping facilities – a foodstore, comparison goods floorspace and restaurants.

yy

Enhanced public realm that will improve public access to the water’s edge and the creation of new public spaces
and increase pedestrian permeability and safety.

yy

A photographic record of heritage features.

yy

Archaeological investigation and recording of the buried heritage features.

yy

Reinstatement/maintenance of harbour furniture.

yy

Improved linkage between South Quay, The Foundry Centre and Penpol Terrace.

yy

Construction of a new quay wall to Carnsew Channel including exposing and maintaining the existing sill at low
tide level.

yy

Maintenance of exiting moorings and provision of new moorings in Carnsew Channel.

yy

Provision of parking for harbour users.

yy

The dedication of a site for a heritage feature (site for the Goonvean engine).

yy

Adding to the tourist attraction of Hayle and keeping tourists in Hayle for longer periods.

yy

The transfer of ownership of the Pattern Building and Cart Shed Land to the Hayle Heritage Trust

yy

More sustainable shopping patterns.

yy

Education through the introduction of interpretation panels and identification of heritage assets.

yy

Developer commitment to 10% reduction in CO² emissions, BREEAM “Very Good” rating for commercial
development.

Infrastructure Benefits
yy
New access to South Quay.
yy

Public realm improvements to Carnsew Road to improve physical integration with the town centre.

yy

The creation of quayside promenade.

yy

A footbridge between South Quay and Penpol Terrace.

yy

A new square at the northern tip of the quay.

yy

Highway improvements to Foundry Square.

Environmental Benefits
yy
Translocation of the existing Petalwort colony.
yy

Site preparation including raising of site levels to provide for climate change/flood protection.

yy

Introduction of soft landscaping at Isis Garden.

Economic Benefits
yy
Kick- starting the wider regeneration of Hayle (The Outline Masterplan Approval).
yy

Employment:
yy

Max 277 Full Time Equivalent (FTE) operational jobs in retail and leisure sector and a further max. 83 FTE
net additional indirect jobs (suppliers, distributors etc.); and

yy

Max 176 FTE, net additional direct and indirect jobs at the construction stage.

yy

The new retail development will claw back retail spending to Hayle to the benefit of existing businesses.

yy

The new residential population will introduce new spending into the local economy.

yy

The sourcing of local building materials will support local businesses.

yy

Educational contribution for every market housing unit of 2 or more bedrooms.

yy

Primary Health Facilities contribution for each market housing unit.

yy

The provision of affordable residential accommodation.
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Benefits that will arise from the wider Hayle Harbour Regeneration not forming part of the current application
In the event that South Quay and Foundry Yard Car Park form part of the wider Masterplan implementation for the
regeneration of Hayle Harbour, additional benefits will result.
Heritage benefits
yy
Quay wall repairs (North Quay and East Quay)
Sluice repairs

yy

Infrastructure benefits
yy
Loggan’s Moor Junction improvements

Environmental benefits
yy
Inter-tidal mitigation – removal of Cocklebank
yy

Habitat Compensation (Spalding Report recommendations) and

yy

Riviere Dune Grassland Restoration and other habitat mitigation

yy

Ecological – water quality, aquatic, bat, reptile and plant monitoring/mitigation

yy

Baseline and operational habitat surveys and monitoring/post development mitigation (sS106 Sch. 2)
Works to Triangular Spit ecological habitat

Community benefits
yy
The provision of additional housing including 17% of the total created as affordable units

yy

St Erth A30 junction improvements

yy

Sustainable transport measures - walking , cycle and public transport improvements, hopper bus

yy

Accommodation for Key workers (included within affordable provision)

yy

Footpath to Philack

yy

Fisherman’s harbour (additional habitat colonisation works)

yy

Mini-roundabout works

yy

Hilltop car park/boat store

yy

Creation of the Marina (additional habitat assessment)

yy

Dedication of Station Access Land

yy

Developer commitment to 10% reduction in CO2 emissions, BREEAM “very Good” rating for commercial
development and Code for Sustainable homes rating Level 4

Economic benefits
yy
Educational contribution for every market housing unit of 2 or more bedrooms
yy

Primary Health Facilities contribution for each market housing unit

yy

Provision of site for Business Centre at market value
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